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I. ABSTRACT 

In modern 3D real-time graphics there is an ever-

increasing requirement for rendering high 

numbers of polygons and concurrently supporting 

multiple dynamic lights. In this paper, we will 

discuss an implementation of a rendering 

approach that has become very popular in 

recently -- deferred rendering. We will also 

explore shadowing in a deferred renderer and a 

deferred renderer’s general performance 

compared to more traditional techniques. 

II. INTRODUCTION 

Real-time 3D graphics is an ever expanding field 

that is commonly utilized in various applications 

including virtual reality, movies, and games. 

However, 3D graphics are computationally 

expensive, therefore it is extremely important to 

understand how to create efficient renderers that 

minimize computation costs as much as possible. 

Traditionally, renderers use an approach called 

forward rendering. The forward rendering 

approach works by rendering a scene’s objects 

directly into an output buffer (usually called the 

framebuffer) to be displayed while applying 

lighting during the rasterization process. This 

approach is simple and intuitive, but it has many 

inefficiencies. Specifically, since lighting is 

applied during the rasterization process, we must 

calculate the lighting for all pixels that are ever 

stored in the framebuffer, even if these pixels 

never actually end up rendered to the screen 

because they are occluded by a later polygon. In 

addition, forward rendering cannot effectively 

split the rendering of its objects based upon the 

light sources that affect its subregions. This 

means that the performance of the render will 

drastically decrease with each additional light 

source. 

In this paper, we aim to resolve the inefficiencies 

of the forward rendering pipeline from a software 

perspective by implementing an alternate 

rendering pipeline known as deferred rendering.  

III. BACKGROUND 

Traditional rendering pipelines are based upon 

linear rendering stages and were favored for its 

simplicity. As the demands for faster rendering 

speeds increased and parallel architecture became 

more available, the need for more powerful and 

efficient rasterization techniques emerged. 

Many different approaches were developed to 

address this problem. Early techniques 

approached this problem from a hardware 

perspective. One such approach utilized a 

"smart” frame-buffer was designed to be 

comprised of logic-enhanced memory modules 

programmed to perform all pixel-related 

calculations in parallel. This project became 

known as the pixel-planes. Pixel-planes was 

purported to be a powerful general-purpose 

engine, but required specialized hardware [1]. 

Alternative software-based optimizations were 

also developed. One such approach is culling, 

which seeks to improve performance by not 

rasterizing geometry that is not in the camera’s 

view. Another approach is the usage of the z-

buffer and depth testing. Depth testing allows the 
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renderer to skip lighting pixels that are already 

occluded by existing geometry  at the cost of 

some additional memory overhead. These 

software solutions more generally apply to 

graphics computing hardware, so they work 

better for modern general-purpose graphic 

architectures.  

IV.  DEFERRED RENDERING OVERVIEW 

Deferred rendering is also a software-based 

approach to improve rendering efficiency. 

However, unlike culling and depth testing, it 

requires a fundamental change in the way the 

scene is rasterized. 

Deferred rendering, as the name suggests, aims to 

defer many of the calculations necessary for 

surface lighting until after the entire rasterization 

of the scene, thus allowing the application to save 

on expensive lighting calculations that may not 

be used [2]. 

A. Geometry Pass & The G-Buffer 

In order to render a scene, the renderer must first 

iterate through the known geometry and rasterize 

it into displayed pixels. This is referred to as the 

geometry pass of deferred rendering.  

During this pass a deferred renderer will store 

information necessary for per-pixel lighting into 

a set of textures known as the G-Buffer. 

Typically, the G-Buffer contains information 

such as surface normals and diffuse / specular 

information. 

 

B. Lighting Pass  

After the contents of the G-Buffer have been 

finalized, the deferred renderer can combine this 

information with the the scene’s lighting 

information to produce an output image. This 

process is referred to as the lighting pass of 

deferred rendering. The forward rendering 

pipeline renders lighting in 𝑂(𝑛𝑔 ∗ 𝑛𝑙), where 𝑛𝑔 

is the number of rasterized geometry fragments 

and 𝑛𝑙 is the number of light sources in the scene. 

A simple deferred renderer calculates lighting in 

𝑂(𝑟𝑥 ∗ 𝑟𝑦 ∗ 𝑛𝑙), where 𝑟𝑥 and 𝑟𝑦 are the width and 

height of the framebuffer in pixels [3]. This can 

be further improved through approaches such as 

the use of lighting volumes or tiled deferred 

rendering.  

C. Shadows 

Calculating real-time shadows is implemented 

through the use of shadowmaps. Shadowmaps 

contain the z-buffer contents when rendering a 

scene from the light’s perspective. Specifically, 

the shadowmap contains the per-pixel data of the 

depth of each fragment, relative to the light. A 

key observation is that the shadowmap texture 

represents a “partitioning” of the scene into 

shadowed and un-shadowed parts [4]. 

In order to render shadows, the renderer must 

render a scene for each shadow-casting light from 

the light’s perspective in order to produce the 

shadowmap. When applying lighting, the 

fragment is converted into the light’s space,  then 

the depth of the fragment is compared with the 

value sampled from the shadowmap. This 

comparison determines whether the fragment is 

affected by the light or in the shadow of another 

object.  

While deferred rendering does not save the 

renderer from having to render the scene from 

each light in order to compute the depth-buffer, it 

is still more efficient for shadowing as it only has 

to do the shadowmap lookups once per screen 

fragment.  

V. PROJECT APPROACH 

For our deferred renderer, we created a C++ 

renderer that implemented the geometry and 

lighting passes, while also supporting shadowing 

through the use of shadowmaps. Our overall goal 

was to render the “Sponza Castle” scene that 

Crytek has made available for public use. This 



 

model was chosen because of its complexity -- 

having around 144,000 triangles. 

A. Model Loading 

To load models with various file formats, we 

used a library called Assimp in our deferred 

renderer. Assimp is a model importing library 

which can analyze most popular model file 

formats (such as .fbx or .obj files) and load the 

data into Assimp specific data structures. 

Assimp has an object to represent the scene that 

stores data about the meshes and materials of a 

loaded model. Based upon how a model is 

defined, the entire model can split into nodes, 

separate portions of the model, in the Assimp 

library. The root node stored in the Scene object. 

Each node contains a set of indices representing 

the specific mesh data of that node. Within this 

data, all information related to mesh vertices, 

face indices, and material indices are available.  

For our deferred renderer, we first loaded the 

"Sponza Castle" model into a Scene object in 

Assimp. Then we recursively retrieved nodes to 

get indices of meshes and processed each mesh to 

access its vertex data and materials. To make the 

model's data easily accessible by our program, 

we created a mesh and model representations for 

storing data necessary for drawing. We then 

extracted the data we needed from Assimp's 

nodes and store them in our mesh objects, which 

we later used for drawing the scene. 

B. G-Buffer Layout 

The layout of the G-buffer is important to 

understand as the data must be written to and 

read from correctly in order to properly render. 

Our deferred renderer utilizes 4 texture targets: 

the position buffer, the normal buffer, the diffuse 

buffer, and the scene depth buffer. Each target 

utilizes 32 bits being used per pixel. Table I 

outlines the data stored on a per-pixel, per-target 

basis. 

 R G B A 

Position World Position Unused 

Normal World Normal Unused 

Diffuse Diffuse Albedo (RGB) Unused 

Scene Depth Pixel Depth 

TABLE I: G-BUFFER DATA LAYOUT 

The G-Buffer requires a significant amount of 

memory. Our renderer uses a framebuffer that is 

800 pixels wide by 600 pixels tall. The total 

memory used just for storing the G-Buffer is: 

800 ∗ 600 ∗  4 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∗  4 𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 / 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 
≅  7.68 𝑀𝐵 

Our renderer supports visualizing the data in 

these buffers. An example set of buffers for a 

rendering of the “Sponza Castle” scene is 

showcased in Figures 1 - 4. 

 

 

Fig. 1 - Position buffer of “Sponza Castle” 



 

 

Fig. 2 - Normal buffer of “Sponza Castle” 

 

Fig. 3 - Diffuse buffer of “Sponza Castle” 

 

Fig. 4 - Depth buffer of “Sponza Castle” 

 

C. Lighting Pass 

During the lighting pass, our renderer calculates 

all the final colors in the scene by iterating over 

each pixel and sampling the G-buffer textures. 

These sampled values are supplied as input to the 

lighting equation: 

𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑓𝑎𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑒 + 𝑓𝑎𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 + 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 

𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑒 = 𝐾𝑑 ∗ 𝑙𝑒 ∗ (𝑁 ⋅ 𝐿) 

𝐶𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 = 𝐾𝑠 ∗ 𝑙𝑒 ∗ (𝑅 ⋅ 𝐸)𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 

𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐾𝑎 ∗ 𝑙𝑎 

where 𝑓𝑎𝑡𝑡 is the attenuation coefficient, 𝐾𝑑, 𝐾𝑠, and 

𝐾𝑎 are the diffuse, specular, and ambient coefficient 

respectively, 𝑙𝑒is a light source component (direction 

and color), 𝑙𝑎 is the ambient light color, 𝑁is the 

normal vector, 𝐿 is the light direction, 𝑅 is the 

reflected vector off the surface, 𝐸 is the eye vector, 

and 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 is the specular power. 

Our renderer supports three types of lights: 

directional lights, spotlights, and point lights. 

Each of them have slightly different coefficients 

in the equation in order to produce various light 

effects in the environment. 

Directional lights are lights that shine in a single 

and uniform direction. Since we are unable to 

model pure directional lights in the scene, we 

treat a directional light as a point light which is 

infinitely far away and does not attenuate. 

Therefore the attenuation term in the lighting 

equation can be removed and the light direction 

in the equation should always be the directional 

light direction. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the difference in the scene 

caused by applying a directional light in the 

scene. 



 

 

Fig. 5 - “Sponza Castle” with a small ambient light 

 

Fig. 6 - “Sponza Castle” with one directional blue light 

with direction (0,-1,0) 

Point lights are lights that illuminate in all 

directions from a given point. As distance from 

the light increases, the light’s strength 

attentuates. It can be used to model light bulbs, 

candles, and torches. For this kind of light, the 

light direction is determined the vector from the 

object surface point to the light’s position. 

One approach to calculate light attenuation is to 

use a linear equation, which linearly reduces the 

intensity over distance. However, linear 

attenuation does  not look natural because 

realistic lights are bright when we stand close by 

and diminish rapidly until it reaches a certain 

distance. It then attenuates slowly after that. 

In order to reflect a more realistic model, we used 

the following equation [5]: 

𝑓𝑎𝑡𝑡 = (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 +  (𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠)  +  (𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐
∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠2))−1 

We set the constant term in our renderer to 

always be 1.0 so the result is always less than 1. 

The linear term reduces the value linearly and the 

quadratic term reduces the light slowly when the 

distance is small and then reduces the light 

intensity more as the distance grows. Figure 7 

shows the effect of attenuation over a distance of 

100. 

Fig. 7 - Attenuation over distance 

With this attenuation effect, we are able to create 

point lights in the scene. 

Figures 8 and 9 showcase how point lights affect 

the scene. 

 

Fig. 8 - “Sponza Castle” without point  lights 



 

 

Fig. 9 - “Sponza Castle” with several point lights 

The final type of light supported in our renderer 

are spotlights. Spotlights are lights that shoots 

light rays in a specific direction. It attenuates 

similarly to a point light, but the direction in 

which the light can affect surfaces spans a range. 

In our renderer we use a cone to model this, as 

shown by Figure 10. 

 

  

Fig. 10 - Spot light  

When calculating spot lighting, the renderer first 

tests whether a pixel is inside the spot light cone. 

If the pixel is not in the cone, then the light is not 

applied to the pixel. 

 

Fig. 11 - “Sponza Castle” with spotlights 

D. Shadowing 

Our renderer additionally supports two kinds of 

shadows: directional light shadows and spot light 

shadows. 

The basic shadow map generation for both types 

of lights are the same but the view-projection 

matrices used to project a world-space point into 

the light’s space are different [6]. For directional 

lights, the view-projection must be represented 

by an orthographic projection, since the light 

direction for all points is parallel. Spotlights use a 

perspective projection. 

Figures 12-14 show the directional light shadow 

map and the corresponding scene rendered with 

shadows. 

 

Fig. 12 - Directional Light Shadow Map 



 

 

Fig.13 - Directional light with shadows 

 

Fig. 14 - Directional light without shadows  

Figures 15-17 showcase the spot light shadow 

map and the corresponding scene rendered with 

shadows. 

 

Fig.15 - Spot light shadow map  

 

Fig.16 - Spot light with shadow 

 

Fig.17 - Spot light without shadow 

E. Light Volumes 

The simplest deferred renderer calculates lighting 

on each pixel on the screen for all light sources in 

the scene. This has a computational complexity 

of 𝑂(𝑟𝑥 ∗ 𝑟𝑦 ∗ 𝑛𝑙), with 𝑟𝑥being the width of the 

screen in pixels, 𝑟𝑦being the height of the screen 

in pixels, and 𝑛𝑙being the number of lights in the 

scene. 

This method is not ideal for a large number of 

light sources since not all pixels are affected by a 

given light. To reduce the computational waste of 

computing lighting, we make use of lighting 

volumes, illustrated in Figure 18 below. Lighting 

volumes use a geometric representation of the 

light to determine which pixels are lit by a 

particular light. 

Lights that attenuate over distance can be 

modelled as a sphere with the light’s position as 



 

the sphere center and a radius based on its 

attenuation.

 

Fig. 18 - Light volumes for lights a and b. For this scene, 

lighting only needs to be calculated for the pixels 

corresponding to these volumes. 

To compute the radius of the circle, we can 

approximately solve the attenuation equation 

mentioned above; solving it for a brightness that 

can be considered as dark enough so as to be 

considered unlit. 

For directional and ambient lights, there is no 

attenuation so this model cannot be applied. 

Therefore the renderer still render a fullscreen 

quad to calculate lighting influence on each pixel.    

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION 

Through the implementation of our deferred 

renderer, we have been able to evaluate the 

practicality of using a deferred rendering for 

lighting a complex scene. The usage of deferred 

rendering comes with a significant cost in both 

overhead and memory. It should be noted that for 

a simple scene with a small number of lights the 

deferred renderer will be slower than the standard 

forward rendering approach. This is due to the 

deferred renderer having to do the same amount 

of work as the forward renderer and additionally 

have to write / read from the G-Buffer. 

However, with modern hardware that can support 

the additional memory costs required for deferred 

rendering and a need for complex scenes with 

many lights, deferred rendering comes out on top. 

Whereas a standard forward renderer would have 

to do multiple passes of a scene in order to render 

many lights, due to the limited amount of 

memory dedicated to program variables on a 

modern GPU, a deferred renderer can do it in a 

single lighting pass. It is clear that with the 

computational efficiency provided by deferred 

rendering, it is a suitable approach for use in 

today’s real-time 3D graphics.  
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